NATURE'S OCEAN®
PREMIUM SPECIAL ARAGONITE REEF SAND AND REEF SUBSTRATE

Premium Aragonite Reef Sand:
Product #10631
1.2-1.7mm diameter grain size is ideal for reef system tank bottoms, denitrifying anaerobic beds, extremely high surface area filter media.

Premium Aragonite Reef Substrate:
Product #10641
1.7-2.5mm diameter grain size for deeper beds

Aragonite Benefits:
- Reduces Nitrates
- Maintain pH
- Increases Carbonate Hardness
- Provide Marine Trace Elements
- Pre-washed Minimum Rinse Required
- 100% From The Ocean Floor
- Heat Sterilized
- Ideal for culturing Live sand

The Ultimate Marine Substrate!
Packaged in 20 lbs (9 kg) Bags.

NATURE'S OCEAN®
PREMIUM ATLANTIC CRUSHED CORAL WITH ARAGONITE

Atlantic Crushed Coral:
Product #10351 #4
Grain size 2-3.5mm
Product #10361 #6
Grain size 2-3.5mm

Benefits of Atlantic Crushed Coral:
- Natural crushed coral gravel
- Maintains superior pH and marine chemical balance
- Provides maximum surface area for biological nitrification
- Scientifically graded for uniformity which provides maximum water flow and aeration
- Prevents anaerobic "Dead Spots" in Bacteria bed
- Completely chemical free
- Pre-washed (minimum rinse required

Packaged in 20 lbs (9 kg) and 40 lbs (18.14 kg) Bags.

PURE WATER PEBBLES®
AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF NATURAL AND COLOR-COATED PEBBLES

Characteristics of Pure Water Pebbles® Premium Fresh Water Substrates:
- Natural Gravel
- 100% Acrylic Coating
- Will not alter the chemistry of your aquarium water
- Non-toxic
- Colorfast

Recommended Uses:
- Fresh & Saltwater Aquariums
- Ponds
- Terrariums
- Gardens
- Potted Plants
- Vases
- Ash Trays
- Crafts & Hobbies

Packaged in 5 lbs (2.27 kg) & 25 lbs (11.4 kg) Bags.

AQUA TERRA™
AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF NATURAL AND COLOR-COATED SAND AND GRAVEL

Characteristics of Aqua Terra™:
- Natural Gravel
- Natural Sand
- Natural Coated Sand
- 100% Acrylic Coating
- Will not alter the chemistry of your aquarium water
- Non-toxic
- Colorfast

Recommended Uses:
- Fresh & Saltwater Aquariums
- Ponds
- Terrariums
- Gardens
- Potted Plants
- Vases
- Ash Trays
- Crafts & Hobbies

Packaged in 5 lbs (2.27 kg) Bags.
Premium Marine Substrates

Hawaiian Puka Shell #5
#10221

Hawaiian Puka Shell #10
#10231

Atlantic Crushed Coral #4
#10351

Atlantic Crushed Coral #8
#10361

Aragonite Sand #0
#10631

Aragonite Sand #1
#10631

Aragonite Sand #4
#10641

Black Beach Sand #1
#10261

Black Beach Gravel #2
#10271

Black Beach Gravel #5
#10281

Marine White Sand
#102791

Pacific Coral Gravel #5
#10031

Red Sea Scallop Shell #5
#10581

Red Sea Scallop Shell #10
#10591

Australian Gold Sand #1
#10501

Australian Gold Shell #8
#10531

Samoa Pink Sand Sand #0
#10151

Samoa Pink Sand Sand #1
#10161

Samoa Pink Sand Sand #2
#10171

Taiwan Coral Gravel #10
#10611
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Premium Fresh Water Substrates

Pastel Pink Frost #70355
Pastel Blue Frost #70405
Purple Frost #70435
Emerald Green Frost #70345
Pastel Rainbow Frost #70375

Blue Lagoon #70515
Snow White #70015
Emerald Green #70155
Daffodil #70025
Currant Red #70035

Turquoise #70135
Cocoa Brown #70145
Burgundy #70055
Rainbow #70165
Neon Green #70265

Neon Red #70325
Neon Rainbow #70305
Amblerite #30015
Cumberland River Gems #30095
Timberlite #30195

Raven #30135
Silver Mist #30115
Cinnamon Pebbles #30185
Carolina #30025
Liberty #30045

Light Blue Sand #80025
Green Sand #80045
Black Sand #80035
Red Sand #80055
Dark Blue Sand #80015
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AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF NATURAL AND COLOR-COATED PEBBLES

Characteristics of Pure Water Pebbles™ Premium Fresh Water Substrates:
- Natural Gravel
- 100% Acrylic Coating
- Will not alter the chemistry of your aquarium water
- Non-toxic
- Colorfast

RECOMMENDED USES:
- FRESH & SALT WATER AQUARIUMS
- PONDS
- TERRARIUMS
- GARDENS
- POTTED PLANTS
- VASES
- ASH TRAYS
- CRAFTS & HOBBIES

World Wide Imports Ent., Inc.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309
1-800-423-6442 • (954) 492-8196
Fax: (954) 492-8213
Email: sales@naturesocean.com
www.naturesocean.com
Packaged in
5 LBS & 25 LBS
2.27 kg • 11.4 kg
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